**AQUAFISH CRSP – ACRSP JOINT MEETING**
Westin Chosun Busan, KOREA
Monday, 19 May 2008
0800 to 1700

**RECEPTION**
Sunday, 18 May 2008
1830 (pm)  **Dinner Reception at APEC Nurimaru House**
(5-minute walk from the Westin Chosun Busan Hotel)

**AGENDA**
Monday, 19 May 2008
0800 (am)  **Meeting Registration at Conference Room 2F**
0815  **Welcome; Introductions; Agenda Organization**
0830  **AquaFish General Concept and Organization**
Opportunities for involvement
Summary (CRSP Director, 20 min) + Discussion
0900  **AquaFish Project Mini-Descriptions: Six Lead Research Projects**
(note to PIs: same as May 2007 Orientation meeting w/ added detail)
10 minutes per project inclusive of Q&A
1000  **Coffee Break**
1020  **AquaFish Central Projects:**
**HCPI Phase II and Mali Associate Award** (10 minutes each)
1040  **Open Item: Features of the ACRSP, Best Practices**
1045  **Open Item: Highlights of the ACRSP**
One success story in the topic listed for each country (5 minutes each)
1045 Mexico:  *Wilfrido Contreras-Sánchez (et al.)*, clean water technology
1050 Peru:  *Fred Chu (et al.)*, non-indigenous species
1055 Bangladesh:  *Yang Yi (et al.)*, outreach and NGOs
1100 Thailand:  *Yang Yi (et al.)*, graduate education
1105 Honduras:  *Suyapa Triminio Meyer (et al.)*, farmer participation
1110 Brazil:  *Konrad Dabrowski (et al.)*, fish reproduction
1115 Kenya:  *Nancy Gitonga (et al.)*, CRSP ambassador leveraging
1120 Philippines:  *Chris Brown (et al.)*, fish feeding regimes
1125 Ghana:  *Kwamena Qaugrainie (et al.)*, record keeping/financing
1130 South Africa:  *Claude Boyd (et al.)*, BMP development
1135 Philippines:  *Tereso Abella (et al.)*, undergraduate training
1140  **Volunteer**: human health aspects (eg. food safety, nutrition)
1145  **Volunteer**: pond design or pond systems
1150  **Wrap-up: Hillary Egna.** Luncheon discussions and arrangements.
AGENDA for Monday 19 May 2008, continued

1200 (pm)  Working Lunch Buffet (adjacent to Conference Room 2F)
See Seating Charts (available at meeting) for Discussion Lunch Groups

1220  Roundtable Discussions over Lunch:
Regional Centers of Excellence & Development Theme Advisory Panels
RCE Africa — Lead Coordinator Charles Ngugi (notetaker/rapporteur: Khalid Salie)
RCE Asia — Lead Coordinator Remedios Bolivar (notetaker/rapporteur: Nguyen Thanh Phuong)
RCE LAC — Lead Coordinator Wilfrido Contreras-Sánchez (notetaker/rapporteur: Suyapa Triminio Meyer)
DTAP A Improved Health and Nutrition, Food Quality, and Food Safety of Fishery Products — Lead Coordinator: Maria Haws (notetaker/rapporteur: Konrad Dabrowski)
DTAP B Income Generation for Small-Scale Fishers and Farmers — Lead Coordinator: Kwamena Quagrainie (notetaker/rapporteur: Chris Brown)
DTAP C Environmental Management for Sustainable Aquatic Resources Use — Lead Coordinator: Yang Yi for Jim Diana (notetaker/rapporteur: Claude Boyd)
DTAP D Enhanced Trade Opportunities for Global Fishery Markets — Lead Coordinator: Bob Pomeroy (notetaker/rapporteur: Joe Molnar)

1400  Development Theme Advisory Panel Reports
Report to reconvened group (5 minutes each)
DTAP A Maria Haws & Konrad Dabrowski
DTAP B Kwamena Quagrainie & Chris Brown
DTAP C Yang Yi & Claude Boyd
DTAP D Bob Pomeroy & Joe Molnar
Discussion: Comments from old and new partners; new linkages and networks; ways to think about themes and synthesize and communicate outputs and impacts

1500  Coffee Break

1520  Regional Centers of Excellence Reports
Report to reconvened group (~5 minutes each)
RCE Africa Report Charles Ngugi & Khalid Salie
RCE Asia Report Remedios Bolivar & Nguyen Thanh Phuong
RCE LAC Report Wilfrido Contreras-Sánchez & Suyapa Triminio Meyer
Discussion: Comments from old and new partners; gap analysis; new project opportunities and networks

1600  Other Business
1600-1620 Open discussion on AquaFish: Hillary Egna (moderator)
1630 Closing Comments: EPAC
1645 Closing Comments: Hillary Egna

1700  Adjourn

1800  WAS Registration at BEXCO